July 2013
Greetings to all,
My apologies for the delay in this report of my recent travels to South Africa. It is with very humble appreciation and thankfulness for God who works in all our lives that make the missionary journeys in our modern world possible.
My visit this time had plans to finalize the import and export permissions for us to ship materials for our
school and medical clinic together with some urgently need food. However, I have learned the meaning of
an African term - T.I. A. (this is Africa). By comparison, being accustomed to the efficiency of an American society , both from a Biblical and Business perspective, the way things work in Africa make it incredibly
painful. Due to difference in culture and abilities. Every thing moves at a different pace. We were able to
make contact with a Non-profit organization that has been successfully operating for many years and agreed
to assist us in navigating through the maze of paperwork. We pray that our pathways will be clear for us to
take much need material to South Africa within the next 12 months.
On arrival I found Cheryl’s mother (Mary) critically ill was taken to hospital the day I arrived. Please pray
for both Mary and Cheryl as they have some tough times ahead of both of them.
Since my last visit R & T ministries had establish additional Leadership Training Centers. These Centers are
now being organized by men who have completed our training programs in the past. They are also the primary teacher’s in these centers. We now have 6 such training centers including the original Campus of
IMOM. There are currently over 100 leaders enrolled in the programs of these centers. For the past 5 years
at IMOM alone there have been over 500 baptisms annually. We do not have the resources or abilities to be
able to keep records of the other areas.
Again, I had the privilege to teach several sessions to approximately 60 of these leaders over a 10 day period. Billy Sefatsa (graduate 2000) One of lead evangelists in the Leadership training gave the following
report to Patrick after I had returned to the USA.
“Brother Jeff’s Reaching and Teaching Leadership Programs has motivated most of the students, in fact,
all of us were taken to the higher level of teaching. The lessons still need to be retaught again. We believe
that brother Jeff is very good in leading us to the level of higher teaching. The students enjoyed every lesson
of brother Jeff:- The Healthy Church, Study to Show Yourself Approved by God, Your Life in Christ, How
does God, the Holy Spirit manifest Himself in Us. Not forgetting the words and names puzzles. Everything
was good. The structure brother Jeff used to combine the students was superb, very professional, and even
today the method is fresh in their minds.”
Due to the generosity of several people we were also able to purchase 5 additional portable baptisteries, and
2 25ft x 25ft tents. The use of the tents has proved to be so successful that we are planning to develop each
tent into a complete mobile training unit and significantly expand our ability to reach out reducing the travel
hardships of church leaders.
Detailed information and photographs will be included in the August Newsletter.
Prayerfully Jeff Kenee
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